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F. Regulatory Activity: Financing of small multifamily rental properties (12 C.F.R. § 

1282.34 (d) (1)). 
 

1. Objective #1: Adopt an effective approach to purchase small multifamily loans from 
financial entities with $10 billion or less in assets and purchase loans (Test and Learn, 
Partner and Innovate, Do What We Do Best). 

 

Meeting the Challenges 

Financing small multifamily properties has several key challenges, including: 

� A lack of standardization in underwriting and documentation. 

� A lack of economies of scale in the loan origination process due to the small size of each loan. 

� Smaller, individual owners that do not necessarily meet a standard sponsor profile. 

� Loans are made by community banks and smaller institutions that may not choose to deliver loans via Fannie Mae 
DUS lenders.  
 

To address these challenges, Fannie Mae will: 

� Pursue outreach and research to determine an effective approach to addressing the challenges identified. 

� Work with existing and other lenders to bridge the gap between smaller institutions, unique sponsors, and Fannie Mae. 

� Pursue a pilot program to test potential product enhancements to increase loan purchases.  

 
 
SMART Factors 
Fannie Mae will undertake the following measurable Actions in the years indicated. 
 

Year Actions 

2018 � Engage stakeholders in discussions to gain knowledge and understanding of the challenges facing this 
market to determine an effective approach to broadening the market and increasing Fannie Mae 
purchases of small multifamily loans from institutions with $10 billion or less in assets (Institutions ≤$10B) 
including: 

o Identify 10 Institutions ≤$10B that actively finance small multifamily loans for possible future 
engagement. As part of this process, Fannie Mae will examine our current offerings and market 
reach to confirm any existing gaps and determine whether there are non-Fannie Mae lenders that 
could help to fill such gaps. In addition, Fannie Mae will assess our current portfolio of small loans 
originated by Institutions ≤$10B to determine characteristics such as geography, LTVR and DSCR, 
performance, etc. 

o Work with three DUS lenders to consider and build or enhance correspondent networks with 
Institutions ≤$10B. 

� Based on the analysis completed above, implement a guideline change and approve a product 
enhancement that could increase the number of small loan purchases from small financial institutions.  

� Based on work completed in 2018, confirm the Baseline and loan purchase goals for 2019.  
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Year Actions 

2019 � Purchase 309 small multifamily loans from Institutions ≤$10B, representing approximately a three 
percent increase over the Baseline. 

o Baseline: The average number of small multifamily loans purchased by Fannie Mae from Institutions 
≤$10B over the last four years (2014: 277 loans; 2015: 239 loans; 2016: 322 loans; 2017: 361 loans) 
is 300 loans per year. Despite purchases in 2016 and 2017 exceeding the four year average, we 
believe the market for these loans has become increasingly competitive and do not believe these 
higher than average production years necessarily indicate a larger market trend.  

� Confirm pilot loan purchase goals for 2020. 

2020 � Purchase 321 small multifamily loans from Institutions ≤$10B, representing a seven percent increase 
over the Baseline. 

� Plan for the 2021 – 2023 Duty to Serve Plan.   

 
Establishing an efficient program focused on small multifamily property loans originated by Institutions ≤$10B could 
greatly increase liquidity to this market. Fannie Mae will base our program on research on potential market opportunities 
for small multifamily loans and on potential partners that qualify as Institutions ≤$10B that are engaged in originating small 
multifamily loans. Our actions under this Objective will meet notions of safety and soundness, which will be incorporated 
into our arrangements with the subject financial institutions as well as in the purchases of loans, which will be subject to 
appropriate underwriting guidelines and credit risk standards. Based on Fannie Mae’s experience acquiring small 
multifamily loans and working with a wide variety of lenders, we have determined that this Objective is realistic and may 
be achieved within the time periods described. 
 
 

Criteria 2018 2019 2020 

Evaluation Factor: Loan Product Loan Purchase Loan Purchase 

Income Levels: Very Low-, Low-, and Moderate-Income Levels for all Years 
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C. Regulatory Activity: Financing by small financial institutions of rural housing 
(12 C.F.R. § 1282.35(c) (3)). 

 
1. Objective #1: Fannie Mae will increase purchases of single-family loans in rural areas 

from small financial institutions (Do What We Do Best). 
 

Meeting the Challenges 

One of the biggest challenges in rural areas for small financial institutions is access to the secondary market and 
affordable capital.  
 
To address this challenge Fannie Mae will: 

� Purchase an additional 6,369 to 8,369 rural single-family loans from small financial institutions over three years, which 
equates to an estimated additional $1.5 billion of liquidity.  

 
SMART Factors 
Fannie Mae will undertake the following measurable Actions in the years indicated. 
 

Year Actions 

2018 � Purchase between 23,200 and 23,4001 single-family loans in rural areas from small financial institutions, 
representing an approximate five to six percent increase over the Baseline. 

o Baseline: The three year average of the total number of rural loans purchased by Fannie Mae from 
small financial institutions in rural areas is 22,077 loans. (2014: 18,058; 2015: 22,003; 2016: 26.170). 
The Baseline is being established at 22,077.  

2019 � Purchase between 23,800 and 24,30016 single-family loans in rural areas from small financial 
institutions, representing an approximate eight to 10 percent increase over the Baseline. 

2020 � Purchase between 25,600 and 26,900 single-family loans in rural areas from small financial institutions, 
representing an approximate 16 to 22 percent increase over the Baseline. 

 
Increasing the purchase volume of single-family loans in rural areas from small financial institutions provides direct liquidity 
to the market. Fannie Mae has a significant presence in the rural area housing loan market and maintains established 
relationships with small financial institutions engaged in the financing of rural housing. Fannie Mae has the systems, 
operations, and resource tools needed to facilitate efficient rural area housing loan delivery in a safe and sound manner. 
In addition, underwriting standards and credit guidelines that are simplified and consistent with safety and soundness will 
continue to be applied to improve acquisition of this product. Fannie Mae has significant experience purchasing loans in 
particular markets. Based on this experience and the available resources, Fannie Mae has determined that this Objective 
is realistic and may be achieved within the time periods described. The ultimate opportunity available in this market is to 
acquire an increased number of rural area single-family loans from small financial institutions. 
 

Criteria 2018 2019 2020 

                                                      
1 At Fannie Mae's request, to correct an error in submission that was included in the October 2018 Request for Input, technical  
corrections have been made to these numbers. 
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Evaluation Factor: Loan Purchase Loan Purchase Loan Purchase 

Income Levels: Very Low-, Low-, and Moderate-Income Levels for all Years 

 
 
2. Objective #2: Purchase single-family rural loans through bulk transactions from small 

financial institutions (Analyze, Innovate and Do What We Do Best). 
 

Meeting the Challenges 

Single-family mortgage loans originated in rural areas do not always conform to Fannie Mae’s credit or collateral standards 
for a variety of reasons. As a result, small financial institutions tend to hold these loans in their portfolios and not deliver 
them into the secondary market. 
 
To address these challenges, Fannie Mae will: 

� Conduct significant market outreach, research, and data acquisition to identify opportunities to prudently purchase 
portfolio rural single-family loans in bulk. Data analyses and research will also be performed to gather information to 
assess financial risk of these bulk transactions.  

 
SMART Factors 
Fannie Mae will undertake the following measurable Actions in the years indicated. 
 

Year Actions 

2018 � Engage five single-family small financial institution lenders on the benefits of bulk transactions. When 
possible, identify and analyze the loan level details of their portfolios and associated lending terms. 

� Assess Fannie Mae’s operational and system capabilities including a servicing assessment (if an 
identified lender from the above bullet is deeded a non-seller or their portfolio doesn’t meet eligibility 
criteria). 

� If necessary and deemed appropriate, pursue internal approval to purchase rural single-family loans that 
may be considered illiquid assets and may remain on Fannie Mae’s balance sheet for the life of the loans 
and not be eligible for securitization.  

2019 Subject to internal approval and availability in the market, Fannie Mae will: 

� Purchase between 600 and 700 single-family rural loans through bulk transactions. 

o Baseline: Fannie Mae has not purchased single-family rural loans through bulk transactions from 
small financial institutions in the last three years and, therefore, cannot establish a reasonable 
Baseline.  

� Continue to expand lender outreach to an additional 10 small financial institution lenders (i.e., lenders not 
approached in 2018). 

2020 Subject to internal approval, Fannie Mae will: 

� Purchase between an additional 700 and 800 single-family rural loans through bulk transactions. 

� Continue to expand lender outreach to an additional 10 small financial institution lenders (i.e., lenders not 
approached in 2018 or 2019).   
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There is insufficient data available to determine what the current market opportunity is or the types of loans that are 
available for the purchase of the subject loans in bulk transactions from small financial institutions. However, if the loan 
purchases are made, it will provide direct liquidity to small financial institutions that lend in rural areas. Fannie Mae has the 
existing capability to purchase single-family loans through bulk transactions without requiring any additional Enterprise-
level development. Based on this experience and the available resources, Fannie Mae believes this Objective may be 
achieved within the time periods described. All loan purchases made under this Objective will be supported by thorough 
economic, risk, and operational analyses, will be subject to Fannie Mae’s governance and approval processes, and will 
only be made consistent with safety and soundness concerns. 
 

Criteria 2018 2019 2020 

Evaluation Factor: Loan Product Loan Purchase Loan Purchase 

Income Levels: Very Low-, Low-, and Moderate-Income Levels for all Years 

 
 

3. Objective #3: Gain an understanding of the challenges and opportunities for small 
financial institutions in rural areas through outreach (Do What We Do Best). 

 
Meeting the Challenges 

One of the biggest challenges in rural areas for small financial institutions is access to Fannie Mae, the secondary market 
and affordable capital.  
 
To address this challenge Fannie Mae will: 

� Work to understand more about small financial institutions in rural areas. This could include understanding their 
customers and community in which they serve, services offered and the economics and processes for originating and 
servicing mortgages 

� Develop innovative solutions for small financial institutions to learn about and have access to Fannie Mae. 

 
SMART Factors 
Fannie Mae will undertake the following measurable Actions in the years indicated. 
 

Year Actions 

2018 � Facilitate meetings with three small financial institutions and three CDFIs to discuss strategy on 
increasing loan production or to create an alternative business model allowing CDFIs access into the 
secondary market. 

� Assist small financial institutions in meeting rural areas loan delivery requirements by engaging 25 small 
financial institutions to facilitate participation in a Fannie Mae training program on loan delivery and 
related requirements.  

� Perform a research “journey” targeting Small Financial Institutions in rural areas and publish learnings 
internally with the goal to increase loan deliveries and Fannie Mae penetration in rural areas 
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Year Actions 

2019 � Build upon the research “journey” completed in 2018; provide continued support and engagement for two 
additional small financial institutions to support homeownership opportunities 

� Continue to expand lender outreach to an additional 25 small financial institutions to educate them on 
Fannie Mae (i.e., lenders not approached in 2018). Examples include facilitation in a Fannie Mae training 
on products, programs, and technology or approval process. 

2020 � Based upon the outreach and journey completed in 2018 and 2019, Fannie Mae will identify 
opportunities to customize, enhance, or simplify products and establish a test and learn approach issuing 
one negotiated variance to select lenders 

� Continue to expand lender outreach to an additional 25 small financial institutions to educate them on 
Fannie Mae (i.e., lenders not approached in 2018). Examples include facilitation in a Fannie Mae training 
on products, programs, technology or approval process   

 
Increasing the engagement with small financial institutions will provide direct liquidity to the market. Fannie Mae has a 
significant presence in the rural area housing loan market and maintains established relationships with small financial 
institutions engaged in the financing of rural housing. Fannie Mae has the systems, operations, and resource tools 
needed to facilitate efficient rural area housing loan delivery in a safe and sound manner. In addition, underwriting 
standards and credit guidelines that are simplified and consistent with safety and soundness will continue to be applied to 
improve acquisition of this product. Fannie Mae has significant experience purchasing loans in particular markets. Based 
on this experience and the available resources, Fannie Mae has determined that this Objective is realistic and may be 
achieved within the time periods described. The ultimate opportunity available in this market is to acquire an increased 
number of rural area single-family loans from small financial institutions. 
 

Criteria 2018 2019 2020 

Evaluation Factor: Outreach Outreach  Loan Product 

Income Levels: Very Low-, Low-, and Moderate-Income Levels for all Years 

 



FHFA’s Compilation of Snapshots
from Freddie Mac’s Duty to Serve 
Plan: Small Financial Institutions



























DISCLAIMER
Implementation of the activities and objectives in Fannie Mae’s and Freddie Mac’s Duty to 
Serve Underserved Markets Plans may be subject to change based on factors including 
FHFA review for compliance with the Charter Acts, specific FHFA approval requirements 
and safety and soundness standards, and market or economic conditions, as applicable.
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